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                                         VERITABLE CONCOCTIONS

             ‘

        Often he went to the place where river joined the sea, and watching the tossing
       and surging waves. He stood there transfixed, unmindful of howling storms or 
       moaning sea spirits. Alas! This is the reason why the Grand Idiot‛s work has 

       such depth and power, almost equal to that of  the creator.‛*
 
    

      I
midst exist only to serve that purpose. Another parallel thought could suggest that people themselves exist to 

serve a purpose within the societal structures we live in. Each of us experiences the world as if we are inside 

with others form the gateways to our existence, our being.

   

 

Though it could be relevant to re-contextualize or universalize art withina larger framework, it should be only 

 



 

 of words, images and ideas are expressed, deciphered, imagined or deconstructed and opening up to 

defining art works should come with the way it is seen or perceived. In this context the viewer needs to 

human experiences. We might make endless metaphor stories about animals, objects, even about 

other-worldly forms, but at the end of the day, these are just human experiences, masquerading… 

 

                                                                                                                                                         NIRALI  LAL                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                   

*‘



   ‘Aella’

‘Aella ’ –  whirlwind in Greek mythology 

Scratching the Surface  I 65” x 36”  I   
Archival Print on Canvas  I  2013

Scratching the Surface  I  Detail

Lessons  I  80 x 32 inches  I  Archival

 Print on Canvas  I  2013

Ashutosh Bharadwaj j collects his experiences, situations and impressions as physical documents.

 Zooming in and out he restructures a visually gratifying narrative, contrived from the vastness of his travels, 

influences and interests. He navigates through different mediums, characteristic to the new surroundings,using 

fragments from Korean medieval opera, calligraphy and stills from a Korean war movie which exemplify the 

way the cinematic medium has dealt with the subject, over a period of time. Interestingly he 

approaches /selects frames which balance the diversity of the various forms while instinctively

 cataloguing the content. 



                     ‘Pollyannaiash’

‘Pollyannaish’ -  When you put a positive spin on 

everything, , you're being ‘Pollyannaish’. 

( from a 1913 children's book – Pollyanna - 

by Eleanor H. Porter)

?

 
Chinmoyi Patel’s representations of the cacti converge like the wreckage of waves on 

the shoreline. The depiction of the thriving life of barren deserts, however, 

is resplendent with the showy opulence of an otherwise, weathered form. 

This re- contextualization proposes an artistic license to state the seemingly ostentatious

 portrayal of the present times. The prickliness’ denoted to the form of cacti in its decorated 

attire indicates the breaking of the precincts, but also a mockery of its splendor.

It depicts a paradoxical notion of the spiky plant to glow in the richness of this 

newfound form. 

Fuzzycus cacticus

Cloth, foam, concrete  I

23” x 15” x 51”   I

2017 

Untitled (Waiting 

to be titled)

Cloth, foam, 

concrete, 

football, thread   I

23” x 20” x 20”   I

2018

Untitled 

(Also waiting to 

be titled)

Cloth, foam, 

concrete, 

football, thread

I  35” x 29” x 28”

I         2018

   



Nirali Lal’s water colours depicts a ‘no escape’ scenario. The series ‘Perilous Times’ represents the docile form 

of submission depicting one of the most ill-treated creatures on the planet, as if waiting for impending danger. 

The color red which signifies love and passion, paradoxically also indicates danger, metaphorically implying 

pure living in fear. Using the fluidity of the medium, there is a constant play or perpetuity, within a 

confined space, a blindness or disillusionment, but still existing on the ‘path’ towards doom. 

‘Phobos’ : the personification of fear in Ancient Greek mythology. 

Phobos' twin brother is Deimos: Terror

‘Phobos’

Prognosticate

22” x 30”  I

watercolour on paper  I

2018

1 2

Perilious Times  Series (6 out of 9 )   8” x 11”  I    watercolour on paper  I

2018



‘Gandalf’

‘Gandalf’ - a ctional wizard in J. R. R. Tolkien's book ‘The Lord of the Rings’, who is wise, learned and intense. " 

 

  

Rakhi Peswani’s  inquiry traverses and questions the social standing of physical capacities.

 Can we locate a social perspective of our body sensations? Could bodily sensations 

be expressed without metaphors or manifestations? Metaphors are bridges. 

From a certain intensity of experience to the articulation of such experience, 

metaphors provide richness to the experiential realm of languages.

 Language, a social and cultural phenomenon, helps us articulate our 

sensory and physiological aspects. The body, as an entity of intensity, is a social 

manifestation. A convulsion, an illness, a deformity, a skill, a capacity, 

can only be manifested in a language.  

The Remnants of Someone Dead in the Body of Someone Living

Dimensions: 86.6” x 43.3” x 11.8”  I

Weight: 12-15kgs  I  Year: 2018

Materials: organza and terry cotton fabric, tea stains



               ‘Appurtenant’ 

‘Appurtenant’ - A thing is deemed to be incidental or appurtenant to land when it is by right

air, or heat from or across the land of another

  

!"#$%&&

!

Vishwa Shroff  explores the way objects/ spaces are professed. The drawings appear to be fluid 
planes but they don't just float. Metaphorically, they also move and transform as if created from
 ephemeral visions and shifting thoughts. The strength on the surface is reflected by the scrutiny
 and multidimensionality of the concept, the spatial vastness. The depth of these works signify a

 continuity of the narrative encompassing layers of objects or rudiments, creating fictional 
chronicles for the viewer.

Party  Wall Series 1  London  1
8” x 12”   I  Ink on Paper 

2018

Party  Wall Series 1  London  2
10” x 12 “  I  Ink on Paper 

2018

Party  Wall Series 1  London  3
8” x 11.25”   I  Ink on Paper 

2018



 ‘Supraliminal’

‘Supraliminal’- existing above the level of consciousness

Gypsy’s Halt  I  oil on canvas 

 I  72” x 72”  I  2018 

An Ethereal Mountain  I  oil on canvas 

 I  72” x 72”  I  2018 

Rahul Chauhan dreams of faraway fantastical spaces with migratory connotations, recreating histories, 

myths and emotions as if existing in ‘omni-present times’. Taking ideas from Kabir, Rumi and Premchand

 etc., he picks up the paint brush and performs like a trapeze artist. The forms and colours practice on 

the surface in perfect co-ordination balancing the entire structure of the painting while gliding through

 it all. Multiple stories are illuminated by deep-seated philosophies, readings and experiences to counter 

attack any negative energies felt in a world proceeding towards subliminal limits. The dashes of light 

enrich the creation making the voyage an ethereal one. 



  ‘Pasquinade’

‘
Pasquinade’- a sharp, often virulent satire directed against an 

individual or institution; a work of literature, art, or the like, ridiculing 

severely the character or behavior of a person, society, etc., 

 

s, 

-

Mansoor Ali’s narrative combines the literal and the visual captured in nine rectangular

 frames. The three words - ‘Nothing’ ‘is’ ‘Real’ are placed in each frame alternating in 

three rows. Set against a dark background which seemingly makes the words more 

poignant; when illuminated from the back x-ray lights, appear to flash on the viewer giving

 way to a reflective stance. A philosophical preoccupation or questioning of the different 

zones of time and the presence and absence of the essence, results in multiple 

interpretations and somewhat satirical cross readings. 

Stack of Chairs  I  dry pastels 

and charcoal on rice paper 

stuck on canvas  I  96 x 48 inches 

 I  2018

Nothing Is Real  I

Nine framed X-ray films  I

Each frame: 14.5 x 18 x 1.5 inches

 I  2016



   

‘Saudade’

‘Saudade’ : especially with reference to songs or poetry, a feeling of longing, melancholy,  

                              or nostalgia that is supposedly characteristic of the Portuguese, Brazilian, or Goan   

temperament.

Karishma Dsouza’s work dances to the tunes of the tide. She collects visages or signposts 

as mementos, emblematic to the idea of the traveler or of travelled lands. These tokens 

work as metaphors or as memorabilia of personal fleeting experiences, which have

 traversed mile-stones and gone beyond, depicting a deep understanding of memories 

and of time moving.

End Days:

Canal view 2

11” x 16”  I

 Water colour on Paper,  I 

2013

Moving Home

 11” x 16”  I

     Water colour on Paper,  I  

2013

The Green Elephant:Multiples:

Alone time

11” x 16”  I

Water colour on Paper,   I  2013

End Days:

Canal view 1

11” x 16”

Water colour on Paper, I  

2013
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Founded with a mission to promote Indian Visual Arts globally, YepArt.com aims to harness the latest 

in t n g  an  inn a n in r a ng a i rant n in  art ar t a  t i  r i i n at rt
 t  t r a nit   ar t  ga ri  rit r  rat r  art t r  an  in t n   a ing a 

r n i  rat  n  n ian art a ai a  an  a i  t  a g a  a i n  

  r ari  at r  i   t r  t  fin  r  t at t  i  a  r t  it  a  
and security and have their purchases delivered to them promptly and professionally. We hope to give 

a  r r  a ra  t r ri n  r  i  in a tr ng an  aning  r ing 
r a n i  it  a  r  r nit  ri n  a t a  t at a  a a i n r art an  a  

r ing n g   t  art an  r  t r  in n ia


